This article reports 4 experiments concerning the effect of repetition on rated truth (the illusorytruth effect). Statements were paired with differentially credible sources (true vs. false). Old trues would be rated true on 2 bases, source recollection and statement familiarity. Oldfalses, however, would be rated false if sources were recollected, leaving the unintentional influence of familiarity as their only basis for being rated true. Even so, falses were rated truer than new statements unless sources were especially memorable. Estimates showed the contributions of the 2 influences to be independent; the intentional influence of recollection was reduced if control was impaired, but the unintentional influence of familiarity remained constant.
Our interest in this article is with the cognitive processes that influence ratings of probable truth. Ideally, a statement should not be accepted as true without factual evidence in support of its claims. However, people often rely on memories for that evidence. It is sensible to base truth ratings on whether expressed facts corroborate or contradict remembered facts. But memory is imperfect, and it is sensible to trust some remembered facts more than others. We propose that there are two independent bases on which remembered facts are given credence when people rate truth. One basis is recollection: A statement will be accepted as true if it corroborates remembered facts that are associated with a known, credible source, and it will be rejected as false if the facts are associated with a discredited source. The other basis is familiarity: A statement will seem true if it expresses facts that feel familiar. We propose, furthermore, that these two bases differ in the extent to which their influence is controlled rather than automatic. Recollection of source is a controlled use of memory, and its influence on rated truth is intentional. In contrast, increased familiarity is an automatic consequence of exposure, and its influence on rated truth is unintentional.
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Our thesis is that source recollection and statement familiarity are independent influences on rated truth, because recollecting and using source information requires intent, whereas the feeling of familiarity that occurs while processing messages occurs unintentionally. An opposing view is that the two influences are not independent: Judgments depend on familiarity only when other bases for judgments are not available. In the following section, we review the empirical support for the idea that the effect of repetition on rated truth is based on familiarity. Then, we examine evidence that familiarity and recollection are independent bases for judgments of fame and that source recollection is an intentional process. Finally, we return to rated truth and develop an approach by which we can dissociate the intentional influence of source recollection from the unintentional influence of statement familiarity.
Illusory Truth
The illusory-truth effect was first observed by Hasher, Goldstein, and Toppino (1977) , who found that subjects rated repeated statements as more probably true than new statements. Repetition is an illogical basis for truth; Wittgenstein likened the tendency to believe repeated information to buying a second newspaper to see if the first one was right (Kenny, 1973) . Although repetition does not provide evidence for truth, repetition does increase familiarity; for example, repeated stimuli are processed relatively fluently (cf. Jacoby & Dallas, 1981) , and repeated information is easily retrieved (cf. Tversky & Kahneman, 1973 . Is this increased familiarity the reason for the illusory-truth effect?
If the increased familiarity of repeated statements is the reason they seem truer than new ones, then statements should seem increasingly true as they repeat more old facts and reinstate more of the original context. To illustrate, consider the test statement "The extended right arm of the Statue of Liberty is 42 feet long." The illusory-truth effect is larger if the entire statement was presented earlier than if only "Statue of Liberty" was presented earlier, and the effect is larger if earlier queries presented more rather than fewer of the tested details ("Do you have any idea how long the extended right arm of the Statue of Liberty is?" vs. "Do you have any idea how long the Statue of Liberty has been in New York?"; Begg, Armour, & Kerr, 1985) . Test statements are also rated falser than new ones if they convey unfamiliar details that contradict studied statements (e.g., "The extended right arm of the Statue of Liberty is 46 feet long"; Bacon, 1979) . These effects of familiarity are irrational; there is no logical reason for repetition to affect rated truth or for earlier information to be trusted more than later information.
If the influence of familiarity on rated truth is independent of the influence of recollection, then the two influences should be separately manipulable. Begg et al. (1985) found that meaningful processing enhanced recognition memory for statements but did not affect the size of the illusory-truth effect. These results are parallel to those of Jacoby and Dallas (1981) , who found that meaningful processing helped recognition memory for words but did not affect identification at short exposure durations. Furthermore, the explicit provision of source information does not influence rated truth. Bacon (1979) used a test in which repeated statements, new statements, and contradictory statements were presented in correctly labeled blocks. Because subjects were explicitly told at study and at test that half the statements were actually true and half were false, they knew that repeated statements were no more likely to be true than new ones and that contradictions were as likely to be true (contradicting an old false statement) as false (contradicting an old true statement). Even with this explicit information available, repeated statements were rated truer than new statements, and contradictions were rated falser than new statements.
In summary, we propose that the illusory truth of repeated statements is based on familiarity. Familiarity increases automatically with repetition, and its influence on rated truth is unintentional. Subjects do not spontaneously monitor the source of a statement's familiarity or use that information when rating truth. We next consider research in which the intentional role of recollection was examined more specifically.
False Fame and the Sleeper Effect
The sleeper effect occurs if an argument from a discredited source has a greater delayed than immediate effect on attitudes (e.g., Greenwald, Pratkanis, Leippe, & Baumgardner, 1986; Pratkanis, Greenwald, Leippe, & Baumgardner, 1988) . According to the discounting-cue hypothesis, the effect occurs because the association between memory for the message and memory for its source is lost over time (Cruder et al., 1978) ; the familiarity of the message is influential only because there is no associated source that would discount it if recollected. However, if the two influences are independent, source information may remain associated with the message but have no effect on judgments; subjects do not automatically identify the source of familiarity or discount its influence.
It is difficult to discriminate the independence and dependency views in most experiments. Jacoby, Kelley, Brown, and Jasechko (1989) contrasted the two views in their investigation of the false-fame effect, which occurs if repeated nonfamous names are called famous more often than new nonfamous names. They proposed that old names are called famous because they feel familiar, although their familiarity reflects prior exposure in the experiment; this familiarity gives no objective basis for fame. Jacoby et al. opposed recollection and familiarity by telling subjects that all of the old names were actually nonfamous. Hence, recollection of the source of an old name would lead to its being called nonfamous, but its familiarity would lead to its being called famous. These exclusion instructions eliminated the false-fame effect if the test was immediate but not if the test was delayed 24 hr. This sleeper effect shows that recollection of a discredited source and familiarity are affected differently by the passage of time.
Jacoby, Woloszyn, and Kelley (1989; see also Jacoby & Kelley, 1987 proposed that the influence of recollection is intentional and controlled but that the influence of familiarity is automatic and unintentional. Jacoby et al. impaired subjects' ability to control the encoding of nonfamous names by dividing the subjects' attention at study, and they impaired subjects' ability to recollect sources by dividing their attention at test. These impairments reduced the influence of recollection; old nonfamous names became more famous, and the false-fame effect became larger.
In summary, fame judgments are jointly determined by familiarity and by recollection. The influence of recollection is under intentional control, but the influence of familiarity is unintentional. When the capacity for control is impaired, familiarity is unopposed by recollection of discredited sources.
Dissociation of Processes
The recently developed process-dissociation procedure (Jacoby, 1991; Jacoby & Kelley, 1990 gives a theoretical basis for dissociating the influences of recollection and familiarity. An inclusion condition is one in which familiarity and recollection both have the same effect. For example, if a statement was initially paired with a credible source, either source recollection (R) or statement familiarity (F) would lead to a rating of true; p(true) = R + F -RF.' In contrast, an exclusion condition is one in which familiarity and recollection have opposite effects. A statement originally paired with an incredible source would be rated false if the source was recollected and would be rated true only if the influence of familiarity was unopposed by recollection: p(true) = F -RF. Solving the equations gives values for R and F, which are valid if they respond appropriately to experimental treatments.
The procedure includes the assumptions that the processes are independent and that both processes have the same degree of influence in the inclusion and the exclusion conditions. As 1 The expression R + F -RF can be expressed as F + (1 -F)R or as R + (1 -R)F, which are exactly equivalent. We have used the R + F -RF form because the other forms invite misinterpretations; R + (1 -R)F might be taken to mean that familiarity is influential only in the absence of recollection, and F + (1 -F)R might be taken to mean that recollection is influential only in the absence of familiarity. Those interpretations are wrong; both forms merely express the independence of the two processes. we see it, familiarity is a global feeling that occurs when statements are processed at test. Although familiarity is expected to increase with exposure, familiarity reflects other factors as well. For example, some statements may be familiar because of preexperimental experience with the details, and some may refer to topics with which subjects are familiar. Hence, F is an estimate of the concerted influence of a feeling or impression with multiple bases. At present, the procedure does not include a way to resolve global familiarity into constituents. However, if the rated truth of new statements is about the same in conditions being compared, it is reasonable to assume that the influence of preexperimental familiarity is the same in the conditions, even though the rated truth of new statements is not a clean measure of the extent to which statements are preexperimentally familiar.
Research on judged fame included conditions in which recollection of a discredited source would discount the effect of familiarity. Begg and Armour (1991) included comparable conditions in their research on illusory truth, but they also included conditions in which recollection and familiarity would support each other. Subjects studied statements with biasing comments that were explicitly affirmative ("It is widely known that ... ") or negative ("Few people believe that... ") and then rated the truth of the statements without the biases. Old affirmatives were rated truest, but even old negatives were rated truer than new statements. The rated truth of affirmatives includes both influences; a statement would be true if subjects recollected the original bias or if the statement felt familiar. However, the rated truth of negatives excludes the intentional influence of recollection; recollection of the bias would lead to a rating of false, but familiarity would lead to a rating of true. The finding that negatives were rated truer than new statements is dramatic; the statements' familiarity makes them seem true even when the influence of recollection would be to rate them false.
Overview of Present Experiments
The aim of our experiments is to contrast the intentional influence of source recollection and the unintentional influence of statement familiarity on rated truth. Statements were originally paired with sources and then were tested without the sources. For example, "Sharon Spencer says that 18 newborn opossums can be placed in a teaspoon" is a statement with a female source, and "John Yates says that 300,000 pencils can be made from the average cedar tree" is a statement with a male source. Subjects in cued conditions were told that the sources were differentially credible. They were told that females were telling the truth but males were lying, or vice versa, to define true versus false sources (we use true to mean a repeated statement with an original source that was defined as true). Our interest is with the rated truth of trues, falses, and news.
The contrast between trues and falses allows investigation of the intentional influence of source recollection to a greater extent than was possible in previous research. Although the fame research used exclusion conditions, source recollection entailed only old-new discrimination, because the discredited source was prior exposure. In the present case, both trues and falses are old, so any influence of recollection requires discrimination of sources within old statements. The falses will be rated true only on the basis of familiarity, because recollection of the source would lead to a rating of false. The trues will be rated true if the source is recollected or because they are familiar. Thus, trues should be rated truer than falses, with the difference between them reflecting recollection. The falses can be truer or falser than news because the two influences have opposite effects; they will be truer than news when the unintentional influence of familiarity exceeds the intentional influence of recollection and will become falser as the influence of recollection becomes stronger, eventually becoming falser than news. Applying the process-dissociation procedure to truth ratings makes it possible to estimate R, the influence of source recollection, and F, the influence of familiarity. If the estimates are valid, R will decline when intentional control is impaired, but F will remain constant over conditions in which control is intact or impaired.
Each experiment also included neutral conditions, in which there was no mention of the credibility of the sources. Because subjects were told that half the old statements and half the new statements were true, recollection would discount the effect of familiarity by identifying the prior exposure of the statements as a source of their familiarity. However, source recollection is not automatic. Therefore, old statements should be rated truer than new statements even though the subjects could, if asked, indicate which statements were presented in the study list. We place less emphasis on the neutral conditions than on the cued conditions, because most of the results of the neutral conditions confirm known results.
Our thesis is that source recollection and statement familiarity are independent influences on rated truth. The most direct way to determine if measures are independent is to see if they can be manipulated separately. For example, measures of recollection should be reduced if control is impaired, but measures of familiarity should be invariant over impairment of control. It is also possible to test for stochastic independence within conditions. If measures are independent, then an item's success on one measure should be uninformative about the item's success or failure on the other measure. We included direct tests of source memory. Rated truth should be associated with source judgments; for example, statements that are rated true should be judged to have had a true source. However, when the data are conditionalized on the basis of whether the source judgments are correct or incorrect, rated truth should be dependent only on familiarity. Therefore, we predicted that rated truth would be independent of the accuracy of source judgments. We now outline the major contrasts in each of four experiments.
In Experiment 1, each statement was paired with a male or a female name.
2 Half the names were known; they had been 2 We did not investigate sex as a determinant of apparent truth. Our procedures favored the two sources equally often, and our results are averaged to contrast trues versus falses. Differences between male and female sources would be unimportant because the statements we used were chosen from books of trivia. Worse, differences would be uninterpretable; the experimenter was female (and it was her voice that subjects heard when studying statements), most of the subjects learned earlier in the experiment. After subjects were told to believe females and doubt males (or vice versa), they listened to the statements and names, and then they rated the probable truth of old and new statements. The pattern in rated truth was true > false > new, and the true-false difference was larger with known than with unknown names. Hence, the known names enhanced source recollection. However, statements paired with known names were not more familiar than statements paired with unknown names.
In Experiment 2, subjects were told either to believe or to doubt male or female names; truth ratings were true > false > new. On a second test, subjects rated truth and made memory judgments. Truth ratings were independent of the accuracy of source judgments even though statements that were rated true tended to be judged to have had true sources.
In Experiment 3, we added a postcued condition in which subjects were told which names to believe and which to doubt after they had heard the statements and sources. Because these subjects had no truthful or untruthful sources at study, they could not exercise control over encoding of credibility and, hence, should show a reduced influence of recollection on rated truth. Postcued subjects failed to discriminate trues from falses in rated truth (true = false > new), but precued subjects showed the usual pattern (true > false > new). Postcuing reduced R but did not affect F. This same outcome occurred in Experiment 4, in which we used male and female voices to improve source discrimination. We also included a condition in which subjects performed mental arithmetic while listening to the statements. Dividing attention had the same effect as postcuing; it reduced R but had no effect on F.
The results confirm that the unintentional influence of familiarity is an automatic consequence of prior exposure but that the intentional influence of recollection of sources requires intentional and strategic control. Accordingly, the two influences are independent.
General Method
The experiments shared the procedural details described in this section. Departures are described in separate Method sections.
Subjects
Subjects were introductory psychology students at McMaster University who volunteered in return for course credit. They assigned themselves to groups of 9 to 15 that were assigned at random to experimental conditions, with at least two groups assigned to each condition.
Materials
Study list. Study lists consisted of statements paired with names (e.g., "Gail Logan says that house mice can run an average of 4 miles per hour"), which were tape-recorded at rates from 10 to 13 s per statement.
were females, and the statements were not normed as to whether the referential contents are stereotypically associated with males or females.
Statements. Statements were chosen from the pool described by Bacon (1979) ; each has a true version and a false version that was created by changing a detail. We reduced the pool to 196 statements; true and false versions were rated as true by .40 to .60 of the norming sample. For each experiment, we selected the number of statements needed, randomly assigned them to conditions, and then selected the true version for half the statements and the false version for the other half. Subjects were told that half the statements were actually true and half false, and the information was repeated at test to let them know that old and new statements had the same chance of being true. All results are averaged over actual truth and falsity.
Names. We chose 64 surnames from a telephone directory (Hamilton, ON). Each name filled between one quarter of a column and a full column in the directory, and each was from 4 to 9 letters long. First names were chosen from Battig and Montague (1969) , including the 32 most frequent male names and the 32 most frequent female names and omitting names that are in both categories and that are derivatives of each other. First names and surnames were paired at random; some re-pairing was needed to avoid famous names. Examples include Nancy Archer, Betty Cummings, Gail Logan, and Linda Walsh versus Sam Abbott, Mike Butler, Frank Foster, and Harry Pearson.
Truth tests. Subjects rated the probable truth of old and new statements, all without names. In Experiment 1, the test was presented by tape recorder, and the response scale was certainly true (1), probably true (I), possibly true (3), completely uncertain (4), possibly false (5), probably false (6), and certainly false (1). In Experiments 2-4, the tests were typed, and the truth scale was reversed, that is, certainly true (7). Previous research has used averaged rated truth as the dependent variable, but we used the proportion of true ratings (1, 2, and 3 in Experiment 1; and 5, 6, and 7 in Experiments 2, 3, and 4); analyses of average ratings led to the same conclusions, but the proportions are more tractable to stochastic analyses and are easier to understand.
Procedure
The major manipulation of the experiments consisted of cuing subjects that sources were differentially credible. Cues defined a true source and a false source by telling subjects to believe one source and doubt the other. Cues were balanced in every experiment so that each statement and source was true or false about equally often. Subjects in precued conditions were told which sources were true and which were false before they heard the study list to allow intentional control over the encoding of truthful and untruthful sources. Experiments 3 and 4 also included postcued conditions; subjects were not told which sources were true and which were false until they had heard the study list to prevent intentional control over encoding of truthful and untruthful sources. Each experiment also included a neutral condition in which there was no mention of the credibility of the sources.
Experiment 1
Subjects in Experiment 1 first learned some male and female names. Then they heard a list in which statements were paired with these known names or with unknown names. Before they heard the list, subjects were told that one source was true and one source was false. They were told either that known names were truthful and unknown names were lying (or vice versa) or that females were truthful and males were lying (or vice versa). Subjects then rated the truth of old and new statements.
We have proposed that rated truth is based on source recollection and statement familiarity. Recollection is an intentional use of memory to comply with explicit information about source credibility. In contrast, familiarity is an illogical basis for rating truth, because statements originally paired with a false source should feel more familiar than new statements. Furthermore, subjects were explicitly told that half the statements were true at study and at test. Hence, subjects should discount familiarity caused by prior exposure in the experiment. We next describe the specific predictions tested in Experiment 1.
First, trues should be rated truer than news because both familiarity and recollection would lead to a true rating. Second, trues should be rated truer than falses, with the difference based on recollection. Third, the true-false difference should be larger if the source names are known rather than unknown. Fourth, the false-new difference should vary inversely with the influence of recollection. The two influences have opposite effects on falses, which would be rated true on the basis of familiarity and false on the basis of recollection. Thus, the false-new difference should be greater with known than with unknown sources. We also used the process-dissociation procedure to estimate the influence of recollection and familiarity on the rated truth of the trues and falses. If the two influences are independent, then the proportion of trues rated true is R + F -RF, and the proportion of falses rated true is F -RF. We predicted that R would be higher with known than with unknown names as sources but that F would not. If anything, F could decline with known sources, because the known sources are familiar, and subjects might attribute the feeling of familiarity to the sources rather than to the statements.
Method Subjects
A total of 195 subjects were tested; 34 were in each of two neutral conditions; 59 were cued about the credibility of known and unknown names, and 68 were cued about male and female names.
Materials
Thirty-two female and 32 male names were paired with 64 statements that were selected from the pool, as were 20 new statements for the test. There were 16 statements for each source (Known or Unknown x Male or Female), but only 10 of each were tested later. The study list was tape-recorded at a rate of 10 s per statement. The test included 20 new statements and 40 old ones (10 from each source), all without names. The statements were tape-recorded in random order at a rate of 10 s per statement by the same person who had recorded the study list.
Procedure
Known names. Subjects initially learned 16 male and 16 female names. They heard the names (e.g., Mary Freeman and Ken Rankin) at a rate of 2 s per name, then had four tests of memory for the names. On each test trial, subjects heard part of each name and had 5 s to write the rest, after which they heard the full name. Each name was tested four times, prompted twice by the first name and twice by the surname. The procedure took about 15 min.
Study. Subjects were told to imagine they were at a party where people would make statements; half the names would be known and half would be unknown, and half would be male and half female. Subjects in one neutral condition rated the truth of each statement as it appeared. All other subjects rated how interesting the statements were on a 7-point scale with most interesting (1); we used this task to ensure that subjects attended to the meaning of each statement. Subjects in cued conditions were told before study that one source was true and one was false; they were also told which speakers would be truthful and which would be lying. Cues were based on whether the names were known or on sex.
Results and Discussion
Our interest is with the proportion of statements subjects rated true when the statements were tested without named sources. Throughout the article, the alpha level is .05 for inferences. Simple effects were evaluated by least significant differences (LSDs) based on mean square error (MS e ) values. Table 1 shows the results for the cued conditions, with rated truth at the left side and values of R and F at the right side. First, consider rated truth, for which the mean square error was less than 0.032. The pattern in each row is true > false > new. The first row shows the results when subjects were cued to believe or doubt names that were unknown or known; the main effect was reliable, F(2, 116) = 27.4, LSD = .06. The bottom two rows show the results when cues were based on the sex of the source. There was a reliable main effect in an analysis comparing the four kinds of old statements with the new ones, F(4, 268) = 17.7, LSD = .06. In a separate analysis of the old statements, there was a reliable interaction between true versus false and known versus unknown sources, F( 1,67) = 9.48, LSD = .05.
Cued Conditions
Values of R and F were computed separately for each subject. For the subjects whose cues were based on male and female names, R was larger if the sources were known rather than unknown, F(l, 67) = 9.48, MS, -0.043, but F was slightly smaller for known than unknown sources, F(l, 67) = 4.38, .57 .62 Note. True refers to a repeated statement with an original source that was defined as true. False refers to a repeated statement with an original source that was defined as false. New refers to a statement that was not originally studied. R = recollection; F = familiarity.
Neutral Condition
Subjects in the neutral condition showed the illusory-truth effect. They rated .60 of the old statements true, compared with .44 of the new ones; the main effect was reliable, F(\, 33) = 11.7, MS C = 0.014. Averaged over old and new statements, subjects rated .55 of the statements true. Subjects who rated truth at study rated .54 of the statements true (MS e = 0.033). Hence, subjects adopted a criterion level of plausibility that accepted about half the statements as true. The mean ratings at study, when all statements were new, fell between the means for old and new statements rated after study. The familiarity of the old statements increased their apparent truth and the relative unfamiliarity of the new statements reduced their apparent truth. The occurrence of the illusory-truth effect in the neutral condition implies that subjects did not spontaneously identify the source of the statements' increased familiarity as being prior exposure in the experiment and discount the influence of familiarity.
Summary and Conclusions
The pattern in rated truth was true > false > new. The trues were rated truest because familiarity and source recollection both lead to a rating of true. These two influences have opposite effects with falses because source recollection would lead to a rating of false. Furthermore, recollection was more influential if the sources were known than if they were unknown; known sources increased the true-false difference and decreased the false-new difference. Although R was larger with known than unknown sources, F was not, indicating that they respond differently to the manipulation of whether sources are known or unknown.
Experiment 2
Subjects in Experiment 2 studied statements paired with female and male names before rating the truth of old and new statements. As in Experiment 1, we expected that rated truth would be true > false > new. Subjects then completed a second test that included truth ratings and source judgments. Statements that are rated true should be attributed to the true source, whether the basis for apparent truth is recollection or familiarity. To the extent that rated truth reflects familiarity, rated truth should be independent of the accuracy of source judgments.
Method Subjects
There were 75 subjects, 25 in the neutral condition and 50 in the cued condition.
Materials
We chose 30 new statements for the tests, 60 studied statements, and 4 untested fillers (2 at each end of the study list). The 64 names were paired with the 64 studied statements and tape-recorded at a 12-s rate. Subjects rated interest at study, circling a digit from 1 to 7 for each statement, with most interesting (7). The truth test had 20 new statements and 20 old statements (10 from each source). Each statement was typed beside the 7-point truth scale, with certainly true (7). The truth-and-memory test had another 20 old statements (10 from each source) and 10 new statements. Each statement was accompanied by the truth scale and by N for new, M for male, and F for female.
Procedure
Subjects were to imagine they were at a party playing Trivial Pursuit and that 32 women and 32 men would each present a trivial statement. They rated how interesting each one was. Subjects in the neutral condition received no biasing cues. Subjects in the cued condition were told that the men would most often be telling the truth and the women would most often be lying, or vice versa. Subjects completed the truth test (7 min) and then the truth-andmemory test (6 min).
Results and Discussion

Cued Condition
Rated truth. Memory. Subjects accurately discriminated old from new statements. They recognized .94 of the trues and .93 of the falses, and falsely recognized only .10 of the news (.05 were attributed to each source; MS C < 0.020). However, subjects were less accurate in judging whether recognized statements had true or false sources. Source discrimination was assessed by D = p("true" \ true) -p("true" \ false);* subjects showed reliable discrimination, D = .63 -.45 = .18, F(\, 49) = 28.9, MS 1 ,. = 0.029. Finally, we assessed the relationship between rated truth and the accuracy of source judgments and found that the two were independent. Rated truth was about the same for correctly judged trues as for falses that were misjudged as having true sources (.82 vs. .84) and for trues that 3 Batchelder and Riefer (1990) observed that there is no theoryfree way to measure the accuracy of memory for source. They presented a multinomial model in which memory for source can be measured under defined sets of assumptions. The traditional measure of source memory is / (the average proportion of correct source judgments, given recognition). Batchelder and Riefer showed that / is not independent of recognition. However, when hit rates are high and false alarm rates are low, the dependency has little effect; II -1 is approximately equal to their parameter that estimates discriminability of sources. We used their model to analyze the data from each experiment, but there was rarely more than a \% discrepancy in estimates of discriminability computed by the multinomial model and computed as the difference between hits ("true" | true) and false alarms ("true" | false), given recognition. We present the simpler, traditional estimates. were misjudged as having false sources as for correctly judged falses (.54 vs. .52). Analysis revealed a main effect of judged source, F(l, 49) = 34.7, MS C = 0.13, but no effect of actual source, F(l, 49) = 0.012, MS C = 0.052.
Neutral Condition
Subjects in the neutral condition rated more old than new statements true on the first test (.73 > .46) and on the second test (.80 > .46). Both main effects were reliable, F(\, 24) > 20.8, MS, < 0.045. On the second test, subjects correctly recognized .96 of the old statements and falsely recognized .10 of the new ones (MS e = 0.012). Thus, the illusory-truth effect occurs even when subjects know that the statements were presented recently.
Summary and Conclusions
The results support and extend the conclusions from Experiment 1. Rated truth was true > false > new. On the memory test, subjects discriminated old and new statements very accurately. Memory for sources was modest, even though subjects were explicitly directed to attend to the sources at study. Rated truth was independent of whether source judgments were correct or incorrect, even though there was a strong association between rated truth and source judgments.
Experiment 3
Statements were paired with male and female names at study but not at test. We added a postcued condition in which the credibility of the sources was not mentioned until after the statements and sources had been heard. Because subjects in postcued conditions did not have true versus false sources while studying, they could not control encoding to take account of source credibility. Impairing their control should reduce their ability to discriminate between true and false sources in truth ratings and also on direct test of memory. However, because the influence of familiarity on rated truth is unintentional, impairment of control should have no effect on familiarity. We predicted that precued and postcued conditions would differ in R but not in F.
After subjects rated truth, they completed a memory test on which some of the statements were repeated from the truth test. We extended the process-dissociation procedure as follows. We used the ratings from the truth test to identify consistent statements (trues rated true and falses rated false) and inconsistent statement (trues rated false and falses rated true), and then we examined source judgments from the memory test. In both cases, source judgments would be correct if they were based on recollection. However, judgments based on apparent truth or falsity would give different answers for the two sorts of statement. Consistent statements that seem true actually had a true source, and those that seem false had a false source. With inconsistent statements, the ones that seem true actually had a. false source, and the ones that seem false had a true source; judgments that accord with apparent truth would be wrong. For consistent statements, the probability of a correct source judgment is R + F -RF; for inconsistent statements, the probability is F -RF that the statement will be attributed to the accordant but incorrect source. Solving these equations for R and F allows comparison of the influences on a direct test of memory with those on a test of truth, which is an indirect test of memory.
Method Subjects
There were 74 subjects, 25 in the neutral condition, 25 in the precued condition, and 24 in the postcued condition.
Materials
We chose 60 new statements for the tests, 60 old statements, and 4 fillers (2 at each end of the list). Each statement was paired with a name and tape-recorded at a rate of 13 s per pair, of which 4 s was blank. The truth test had 40 new statements and 40 old statements (20 from each source). At the top of each page was the legend for the 7-point scale, with the digits 1 to 7 typed beside each statement. The memory test had 20 new statements, 20 old statements that had not been rated for truth, and 20 that had been rated for truth; half of the old statements were from each source. Beside each statement were M for male, F for female, and TV for new.
Procedure
Subjects in the neutral condition were not told to»believe or to doubt either source. Precued subjects were told before study to believe one sex and doubt the other; the instructions were repeated at test. Postcued subjects received the same test instructions after hearing the statements and sources. Subjects were told to listen carefully to each statement. Immediately after each statement, the experimenter held up a card (8.5 x 11 in.) with a number from 11 to 89 on it; subjects recorded this number on a sheet that was numbered to correspond to the presented statements. Subjects then completed the two tests, which required about 13 min and 6 min, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Cued Conditions Rated truth. Rated truth for the cued conditions is shown at the left side of Table 3 . Rated truth in the precued condition showed the same pattern as in Experiments 1 and 2: true > Memory for statements. Statements that were previously tested for truth were recognized better than statements that were tested only for memory, .92 > .85, F(l, 46) = 20.7, MS, -0.013. Recognition was equally good for precued subjects and postcued subjects (.89 vs. .87) and for statements with true and false sources (.88 vs. .88). The false recognition rate was .10; of these false recognitions, .06 were judged to have a true source, and .05 were judged to have a false source (MS, = 0.0049).
Memory for sources. The discrimination between sources of recognized statements was assessed by D = p("true" | true) -p("true" | false); these values are shown in Table 3 . Discrimination was better for the precued condition (D = .67 -.44 = .23) than the postcued condition (D = .62 -.52 = . 10); the interaction was nearly reliable, F(l, 46) = 3.19, MS, = 0.069, p < .08, LSD = .15. As in Experiment 2, statements that were judged to have had true sources were more likely to have been rated true than statements judged to have had false sources, .82 > .45, F(l, 42) = 55.6, MS, = 0.111, and there was no effect of whether statements actually had true or false sources (.65 vs. .62). However, there was an interaction between actual source and conditions, F( 1, 42) = 9.03, MS, = 0.048, LSD = .13; rated truth was higher for true than false sources in the precued condition (.71 > .58) but not in the postcued condition (.59 vs. .66).
We now contrast consistent statements (which had truth ratings in accord with the source) with inconsistent statements (which had truth ratings opposite to the source); analyses are based on group totals. On the memory test, subjects would attribute consistent statements to the accordant, correct source on the basis of source recollection or familiarity; respective means were .80 and .75 for the precued and postcued conditions. Inconsistent statements, however, would be attributed to the accordant, incorrect source only if familiarity was unopposed by recollection; respective means were .60 and .65. Values of R and F are shown at the right side of 
Neutral Condition
Subjects in the neutral condition rated more old than new statements true (.72 > .55); the main effect was reliable, F(l, 24) = 17.9, MS, = 0.019. On the memory test, subjects recognized more statements that had been rated for truth than statements that were tested only for memory (.90 vs. . 
Summary and Conclusions
The results of Experiment 3 extend those from Experiments 1 and 2. Truth ratings did not differ for statements paired with true versus false sources in postcued conditions, and these subjects did not exceed chance accuracy on a direct test of source memory. Precued and postcued conditions differed in R but not in F, whether R and F were computed from truth ratings or from memory judgments. Source judgments about consistent and inconsistent statements showed that familiarity was so influential that statements were attributed to the accordant but incorrect source more often than to the correct source, just as the rated truth offalses exceeded the rated truth of news. Despite the association between rated truth and source judgments, rated truth remained nearly independent of the accuracy of source judgments. An interesting finding occurred in the neutral condition, in which prior ratings of truth were higher for statements with incorrectly rather than correctly judged sources on a later test of memory; recollection of the sources was thus negatively associated with the size of the illusory-truth effect.
Experiment 4
One aim in Experiment 4 was to increase the influence of recollection by improving memory for sources; statements were recorded in a male voice or a female voice rather than being presented by male or female names. As source recollection becomes more influential, the rated truth of trues and falses should diverge, with falses becoming falser than news if recollection becomes influential enough. We included a postcued condition to impair intentional control over encoding of the credibility of the sources. We also included a condition in which subjects' attention was divided at study by doing mental arithmetic while listening to the statements. Dividing attention should impair subjects' ability to encode the credibility of the sources. If so, R will be higher in the precued condition than in the postcued condition or the divided-attention condition; F will remain constant over conditions if the unintentional influence of familiarity is insensitive to impairments in control.
Method
Subjects and Materials
There were 144 subjects, with from 22 to 26 in each of 6 conditions. The materials were the same as in Experiment 3 except that the statements were recorded without names. Instead, a man recorded the statements that were paired with male names, and a woman recorded those that were paired with female names. The same tests were used as in Experiment 3 (the two experiments were set up and conducted together).
Procedure
The neutral, precued, and postcued conditions were the same as in Experiment 3 except that the sources were defined by voices rather than by names. Immediately after each statement, the experimenter held up a card containing a 2-digit numeral from 11 to 89; subjects recorded this number on an answer sheet. Subjects in the dividedattention condition listened to the same tape, but the 2-digit number was held up before rather than after the statement, and they recorded the difference between the number on the card and 100 after the statement had been presented. For example, they might see 27, then hear a statement, then record 73. The 2-digit numbers were different for all 64 trials, and very easy numbers (e.g., 25, 50, and 80) were not used. There were two divided-attention conditions (precued and postcued), but they are averaged in all later analyses because they were never reliably different from each other; if subjects are prevented from attending to source credibility, it does not matter if they are told to do so or not. After study, subjects completed the truth test (13 min) and then the memory test (6 min).
Results and Discussion
Cued Conditions
Rated truth. Rated truth from the cued conditions is shown at the left side of Table 4 . Analysis revealed a three- True refers to a repeated statement with an original source that was defined as true. False refers to a repeated statement with an original source that was defined as false. New refers to a statement that was not originally studied. R = recollection; F = familiarity; D = accuracy of discrimination.
way interaction among cuing (precued vs. postcued), attention (full vs. divided), and source (true vs. false vs. new), F(2, 186) = 2.99, p = .05, MS, = 0.023, LSD = .09. The row called divided attention shows the average of the two divided-attention conditions, which did not differ reliably from each other. The pattern in the precued condition was true > new > false; falses were not reliably falser than news. The falses in the postcued and divided-attention conditions were truer than in the precued condition, but they were not reliably truer than news; the pattern was true > false > new. Table 4 also shows values of R and F computed from the truth ratings. Analysis of R revealed an interaction between attention and when cuing occurred, F(l, 93) = 5.07, MS, = 0.053, LSD = .13; R was higher in the precued condition than in the postcued condition or the divided-attention condition. In contrast, the F values for the three conditions did not differ reliably (MS, = 0.031, LSD = . 10).
Memory for statements. The major result in recognition memory was that dividing attention reduced memory. More of the previously untested statements were recognized in the precued and postcued conditions (.87 in both conditions) than in the divided-attention condition (.74); the difference was reduced for statements that were previously rated for truth (.95 and .93 vs. . As in Experiment 3, we compared consistent and inconsistent statements. For the consistent statements, people correctly identified the source, with respective means of .86, .79, and .81 for the precued, postcued, and divided-attention conditions. For the inconsistent statements, people attributed the statements to the accordant but incorrect source, with respective means of .49, .57, and .60. The R and F values from these means are shown at the right side of Table 4 . Values of R were reasonably close to the values computed from truth ratings, indicating that the intentional influence of recollection was about the same for rated truth as for a direct test of memory for sources. Values of F were higher on the memory test because the statements received an extra pres-entation on the truth test, but F was nearly constant over conditions, implying that the influence of familiarity is unaffected when control is impaired.
Neutral Conditions
Subjects in the neutral conditions rated more old than new statements true, and the difference was larger if subjects' attention was divided at study (.70 > .51) than if attention was undivided (.64 > .57); for the interaction, F(\, 45) = 7.56, MS e = 0.013, LSD = .07. In recognition memory, subjects whose attention was divided recognized fewer statements than subjects whose attention was undivided (.79 < .88), and they falsely recognized more of the new statements (.13 > .01); both main effects were reliable, Thus, dividing attention increased the size of the illusorytruth effect but reduced memory for statements and sources. Because dividing attention made memory worse but increased the illusory-truth effect, one would not want to explain the increased illusion of truth on the basis of recollection.
Summary and Conclusions
In Experiment 4, we used male and female voices rather than names, and the sources were more discriminable than in previous experiments. Accordingly, the true-false difference was large in the precued condition, and. falses became slightly falser than news. Impairing control by postcuing or by dividing attention reduced the influence of recollection on rated truth, and the falses became truer than in the precued condition. Despite these changes in truth ratings, values of F were nearly constant over the conditions. All measures of the accuracy of memory were reduced by dividing attention. Like dividing attention, postcuing reduced source discrimination on the direct test and on truth ratings, but postcuing had no effect on memory for statements. Hence, the similar effects on rated truth for the postcued and divided-attention conditions cannot be explained on the basis of recollection of statements. Finally, the values of R and F from the memory test told the same story as those from the truth ratings: Impaired control reduced R, but F was approximately constant.
General Discussion
We conclude that rated truth is influenced by source recollection and statement familiarity and that the two influences are independent of each other. Recollection is a controlled and intentional use of cognitive information, but familiarity's influence is unintentional. We now summarize the results that support this conclusion, then review related ideas.
The illusory-truth effect occurred in the neutral conditions of each experiment, and rated truth was dissociated from the accuracy of memory judgments. For example, dividing attention impaired memory for the statements and sources but increased the illusory-truth effect. Recognition memory was very accurate, indicating that subjects can identify the source of the familiarity of old statements as being their prior exposure in the experiment. However, they do not spontaneously use that information to discount the illusion of truth engendered by familiarity.
The most important results occurred when the influence of recollection of true or false sources supported or opposed the influence of familiarity on truth ratings. In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, rated truth was true > false > new when subjects were precued about source credibility. Experiment 3 included a postcued condition, in which the pattern, true = false > new, indicates that subjects did not discriminate the sources. The conclusions were strengthened by using a process-dissociation procedure to obtain separate estimates of the influence of recollection and familiarity. If source recollection is an intentional use of memory, R should decline as intentional control is impaired. If the influence of statement familiarity is unintentional, F should be unaffected by impairment of control. We found that R was lower in the postcued condition than in the precued condition, but F did not change. As well, R was increased by the use of known rather than unknown sources in Experiment 1, but without an increase in F. The conclusions were strengthened further in Experiment 4. Source recollection was more influential with voices than with names as the basis for defining true versus false sources, and the illusory-truth effect with falses was eliminated. When control was impaired, falses were more likely to be rated true. The value of R was lower in the postcued condition and the divided-attention condition than in the precued condition. However, F was nearly constant over the conditions.
The most interesting result concerning the relationship between rated truth and memory judgments occurred when we compared statements having truth ratings that were consistent with the credibility cues with statements having truth ratings that were inconsistent with the cues. On a test of memory for source, both types of statements would be correctly classified if sources were recollected. The consistent statements would also be correct if they were classified on the basis of their apparent truth, but the inconsistent ones would not. Estimates of R from the direct test of memory were higher in precued conditions than in the postcued or dividedattention conditions, and the estimates were similar to the estimates from rated truth and from direct measures of source discrimination. Nonetheless, F remained constant over impairment of control.
Memory-Based Misattributions
We have stressed unintentional versus intentional influences of memory rather than implicit versus explicit tests of memory (Schacter, 1987; Tulving & Schacter, 1990) . Rated truth is an implicit test of memory that does not require memory for the occasion on which the statements first appeared. We have no quarrel with naming tests by whether they refer to prior events in the experiment. However, we do not want to associate each test with a different memory system. We prefer to think there is only one memory but that it can have different influences depending on how and why it is used.
A typical dictionary defines memory as the capacity to bring previous experiences back to mind. Memory researchers, however, consider conscious recollection to be only one side of memory. There has been much recent interest in cases in which a person's performance is influenced by specific prior events even though the person fails to remember those events on explicit tests (Jacoby, 1991; Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988; Roediger, 1990; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987; Schacter, 1987; Tulving & Schacter, 1990 ). For example, amnesic patients usually fail to recall or recognize words studied earlier in an experiment, but they commonly produce those words as solutions on fragment-completion tests and as intrusions on other tests (Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1974; Weiskrantz & Warrington, 1975) . Jacoby and Kelley (1987) described an amnesic patient who laughed at a joke but did not laugh when the joke was repeated; he said the joke was "dumb." Tulving (1983, p. 114 ) described a patient who was told that Marlboros are the world's most popular brand of cigarettes and who later was able to provide that information when asked. However, he did not recollect the source of the information; he said, "I must have read it somewhere." From our point of view, amnesic patients show extreme deficits in source recollection, but familiarity is relatively intact.
Because source recollection is not automatic, people with normal memories make errors by failing to identify the source of current experiences. For example, unconscious plagiarism occurs when an idea is attributed to one's creative process rather than to a particular past, external source; ideas do not automatically indicate whether they are being remembered or created (Jacoby, Kelley, & Dywan, 1989) . People also misattribute a current experience to the past when a new item that is related to an old one is falsely recognized as old (Underwood, 1965) . The confusion between the present and the past has a parallel with confusions between internal and external sources (e.g., Johnson, 1988) .
Global impressions like the feeling of familiarity are usually caused by many factors. Some have their source in the present, some in the past; some sources are internal, some external. We can separate these factors in experiments, but impressions do not automatically identify their sources, and people fail to discount the influence of irrelevant factors. Tversky and Kahneman's (1973) availability heuristic leads to errors if examples are available for the wrong reasons; for example, if a list includes names of familiar females and unknown males, subjects judge there were more females even if there were more males. Chapman (1967; see also Chapman & Chapman, 1969; Golding & Rorer, 1972; Yates, 1990) reported similar results for illusory correlation; clinicians overestimate the frequency of co-occurrence of symptoms that seem to go well together. Even though there are many avenues for error, estimates of frequency tend to be accurate, so much so that some theorists propose that people encode frequency automatically by changes in a dedicated frequency attribute (Hasher & Zacks, 1979 , 1984 . In our view, people infer frequency from the experience of retrieval initiated by the current stimulus (Begg, Maxwell, Mitterer, & Harris, 1986) . Estimates are accurate because frequent occurrence is a major reason for experiences at retrieval. Estimates become inaccurate, however, when factors that are independent of frequency cause changes in experiences.
Subjective impressions are bases for many attributions people make about stimuli. For example, repeated words are processed more fluently than new words (Jacoby & Dallas, 1981) , but subjects may attribute that fluency to environmental conditions; they judge that the words are presented clearly and underestimate the level of background noise (Jacoby, Allan, Collins, & Larwill, 1988) . When Whittlesea, Jacoby, and Girard (1990) manipulated repetition and item clarity, they found that judgments of repetition were influenced by clarity and that judgments of clarity were influenced by repetition. They proposed that these illusions of memory and illusions of perception occur because subjects attribute fluent processing to past experiences or current circumstances, depending on the task. Similarly, Begg, Duft, Lalonde, Melnick, and Sanvito (1989) proposed that easily processed items give an illusion of memorability; memory predictions are accurate if the factors that cause easy processing are relevant for the memory test but are inaccurate when easy processing is because of irrelevant factors that people fail to discount.
Truth Versus Belief
We have proposed that rated truth is one member of a family of measures that are influenced by feelings or impressions that occur on a test. These impressions are often the only basis for attributing qualities to stimuli, but they are imperfectly correlated with external stimuli, and it would be smart to keep their imperfections in mind. In our experiments, any difference between old and new statements has its source in the recent past under conditions that invalidate newly learned facts as evidence for truth. The variables that make statements ring true have their source in the recent past, but they are experienced as effects of the stimulus, and the apparent truth is illusory.
It is a large step from ratings of truth to belief. Does the rated truth of trivial statements reveal anything general about belief in the world outside the laboratory? It is easy to show that belief is influenced by impressions that are created by factors that are irrelevant for truth. John Dean's confident testimony at the Watergate hearings made him a credible witness, although later comparisons between his testimony and the taped record of the events revealed many instances in which he was incorrect (Neisser, 1981) . From our point of view, witness demeanor may be correlated with whether witnesses believe what they are saying, but it is absurd to assume that confident witnesses are expressing true statements, whereas witnesses who are less assured are telling untruths. For example, hypnotized subjects show increased confidence in their memories but without increases in accuracy; perhaps this is the reason for the widespread misconception that hypnosis aids memory (cf. Begg, Martin, & Needham, in press ).
Our results indicate that one basis for belief is memory; people believe statements that confirm remembered information and doubt statements that contradict it. Gilbert (1991) presented a general analysis of belief, in which he contrasted two models of belief, called the Cartesian model and the Spinozan model. The Cartesian model paints a picture of a rational subject. New information is registered relatively passively and is held in an unanalyzed form until detailed analysis can sort out fact from fiction. The Cartesian model gives no basis for repetition to influence apparent truth. In contrast, the Spinozan model proposes that newly registered information is tacitly accepted as true pending more detailed analysis, which can lead to the rejection of the information as false. Our results are more consistent with the Spinozan model than with the Cartesian model. We stress again, however, that there is no logical reason to place more stock in information that was encountered earlier rather than later.
Final Words
In this article, our interest has been the attribution of truth to statements that feel familiar. A direction for future research is to look at cases in which apparent truth is itself a basis for attributions. For example, people tend to accept that a conclusion is based on sound reasoning if they believe the conclusion (Wilkins, 1928) , although the truth of a conclusion is irrelevant to the validity of an argument. Illusory validity is also seen when subjects accept logical arguments with conclusions that have the same atmosphere as the premises (Begg & Denny, 1969; Sells, 1936; Woodworth & Sells, 1935) . The words used in logical tasks, like some, unintentionally and despite instructions to the contrary, are interpreted in the way thej are in informal communication; these intuitive interpretations are irrelevant for validity and often lead to "illogical" decisions (Begg, 1987; Begg & Harris, 1982) . Using the process-dissociation procedure, one can contrast inclusion (intuitive conclusions that are logically valid) with exclusion (intuitive conclusions that are illogical) to separate the influence of the deliberate process of logical reasoning from the unintentional influence of intuition. We expect that logic and intuition, like recollection and familiarity, will turn out to be independent.
